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About This Game

"Rogue Port - Blue Nightmare" is a modern action-based RPG and sequel to "Rogue Port - Red Nightmare" a turn-based
modern RPG.

Features Include :

- Full Controller Support.

- Learn New and Valuable Skills and Grow in Power as your Player Level Progresses.

- Find Useful Items that can Help your Player Character Reach New Places and Unexplored Areas.

- Secret Chest Revealed After Defeating Every Enemy on a Single Map.

- Day and Night Calendar Time System with Dynamic Tinting for Exterior Cells.

- Dynamic Music System for Select Maps.

- Play a Bass Guitar, Song of Inversion and Explore the Inverted Realm.
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- Horizontally Inverted Exterior Maps Featured from "Rogue Port - Red Nightmare".

- Playable Archery Mini Game with Varying Courses and Rewards.

- Integrated Unlockable Features between both "Rogue Port - Red Nightmare" and "Rogue Port - Blue Nightmare".

- Over 300 Maps and 5 Boss Filled Dungeons to Explore with Hidden Treasures.
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Title: Rogue Port - Blue Nightmare
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Sunight Games
Publisher:
Sunight Games
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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rogue port - blue nightmare

Rogue Trooper Redux hearkens back to a simpler time where games like Dishonored didn't really appear on the consoles and
games like System Shock were relegated to the PC. So when Rogue Trooper dropped on the PS2 and Xbox (as well as PC) a
thinking man's shooter was greatly appreciated and loved by many. Sadly, while the game looks much better with the overhaul
(especially the characters which are very well done) the core game still feels and looks like a PS2 era production. While there is
fun to be had on this very short jaunt, I personally feel that 25 dollars is just to high, and fear that a lot of people who buy it will
feel the same. If you've played this game in the past and have fond memories then the price of admission may be worth while,
but if your a new adopter of the series you may find yourself underwhelmed and overcharged. I included a review where I go
into more detail if your are interested. https://youtu.be/R_yxb003JTQ. Its good, not laggy, decent options for customising
personal gameplay, strategies are robudst and diverse. Good monster types to fight, and a loot system to keep it interesting. As
well as being able to augment the difficulty of maps for more XP in return.. Tote♥♥♥♥♥♥. Dolphin approves this game.. 5/10

The game isn't too difficult and can be unstressful. Unfortunately, it can become quickly boring. If you manage to buy it during
summer/winter sale it can be worth its price. Regular price (4,99€) is a sky-high price. It is a game from point-and-click genre.
The only aim is to grow a plant and acquire seeds which are game's currency. Not an original idea.... 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7ghsS0kh2N8. Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Turtle Wars is a decent sized DLC
that offers a good mix of single and multiplayer content. I would recommend it to Ashes fans.. I've typically only written
positive reviews for games which I found to be exceptionally made, but considering this game has "Mostly Positive" reviews (as
is the case for the creator's other works, My Bones and Verge: Lost Chapter), I feel compelled to write my first negative one so
you know the truth.

"White Mirror", quite simply, is generic, bought-asset-ridden GameJolt fodder. The type of game you would normally be able to
get for free - and in fact, you can find a better version of almost this exact same game free of charge online. It's called "Phobia".
The story, asset packs and the flow of stage transitions are almost identical except Phobia's scares are effective, it has actual
puzzles and it features a runtime almost twice that of "White Mirror."

The problems in "White Mirror" are numerous. No options screen (in fact, the creator encourages you to edit the setup.ini file
yourself), constant grammatical errors, frequent loading screen crashes, an exploitable, buggy enemy, a key with a timed spawn,
nonsensical assets like a newspaper featuring a YouTuber and a nineteenth century "wanted" poster, and all sorts of other
inconveniences. The game is only half an hour long, yet manages to overstay its welcome by the halfway point and even end
abruptly after a rehashed "puzzle."

While I can't recommend the game in any capacity, I can recommend two other things. First, that Steam take measures to end
the positive-review spam that this developer has used on "White Mirror" and his previous two games. Second, the people who
keep Greenlighting this dev's games need to take the hint already that the final product will be disappointing.

Oh, and the game's story is incomprehensible - mostly due to horrendous translation - and contains no mirrors. So there's that.
Cheers!. TL;DR: Boring beyond belief.

A point and click with all the disadvantages that a RPG coat of paint can add to the genre. Useless fights, and having to walk
through each and every map with no logical sense as to what do to next, even with the help of the journal to list your current 2 or
3 objectives.

After 3 hours of playing, my main character is level 6 and I'm still in the second town of the game because every single mini-
quest requires you to walk across each screen of the town, back and forth endlessly, until you stumble upon the right NPC.
There's no indication anywhere, and you can't even make mental notes because the quest items only appear after you've
unlocked the related quest.. This game reminds me of Jets n Guns! include UPGRADE SYSTEMS which is a must for Shump.
I've read some bad review comment about this game which is COMPLICATED?? CONFUSING?? , i dont see anything so
confusing or complicated. If you want simple NO BRAIN or PLAIN Shump with only shoot to kill using 1-2 button with just
pick up upgrades in space, then this game is not for you. Just play a simple game like Raiden etc. For me that kind of simple
game is just waste of money which you can complete in short time.

PROS
- Multiple upgrade systems
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- Ability to shoot using difference way and weapon combination
- Some mission require some weapon skill (just like Megaman X)
- Close to reality (the ammo or energy is not infinity)
- Not a plain boring simple Shmup with simple pick up upgrades or just shoot to kill.
- Great graphic, music and gameplay

CONS
- no SPEED\/BOOST upgrade found yet since the ship move quite slow
  (basically the upgrades is not better than Jets n Guns)
- quite slow Shmup
- Not easy to earn money for upgrades

RECOMMENDED FOR ADVANCED PLAYERS.
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Populous meets Doodlegod. Its good for the price.. I bought it on sale for $4.34 and frankly it's not even worth that.. After
having tried a number of different video editing applications I finally found the one that suits my needs. The biggest advantage
for me is the really easy to use interface and the stable way of running. The problem I found with other video editing software
were the high number of crashes. Vegas Movie Studio 15 has not crashed at all.
Clear Recommendation from my side.. Panzerkrieg is a glorious (likely) conclusion to Order of Battle's campaigns in the East
between the Germans and Soviets. It's suprisingly varied, difficult, and plain old fun. It's good to know the newest DLC is the
stongest to date, as it bodes well for the future. I put in about 35 hours in this DLC. Well worth the cost. Buy it.

The series of campaigns pick up where Blitzkrieg left off, with you at the door of the Kremlin...except the Soviets have
counterattacked. The battles focus on this grand back and forth across the steppes, with close ups in Crimea, the Caucasus,
Stalingrad, and Kursk.

At the start of the first battle, you realize this will not be like other DLC. You're hardpressed to hold what you have, let alone
push forward. Over the first few battles, you're rescusing entire encircled armies (the scale of maps and units is HUGE), and
taking phyrric victories. I lost a number of times, trying to figure out the best way to both deploy and use my troops. It's the first
DLC where I can recall needing and using a varied force with mobile flak, light transport, anti-tank, and engineers.

The middle battles in the 12-battle campaign see a lot of German success. You're russing to the Don, to the Volga, to the
oilfields of the Caucasus. Running tank battles and upgrading your men to having armored transports are the letter of the day.
Stukas fly ahead and reduce entrenchment. It's fantastic. The scale of maps and the number of troops on both sides mean you
have to choose your advances and where to fortify crossings. The game really shines.

There's a three-battle focus on Stalingrad: first the rapid advance to the outskirts of the city, then a close up on the taking of the
city, and finally a fantastic winter battle with encircled German armies holding out. They don't come one after another, and
that's another good aspect of the DLC - the devs know when to shift the campaign focus to keep you interested. The battle of
take Stalingrad is all you could hope. Weak troop transports are easy pickings for your veteran Stukas, if you can dodge
gunboats and AA. Heavy artillery across the Volga wreaks havoc on your advancing armies, so you have to soak it up and hope
the Luftwaffe can survive to take them out. Block-by-block fighting around a number of key locations is fully engrossing.
Taking the city feels like an accomplishment.

The battle of hold Stalingrad is possibly even better. The Volga's frozen, so your encircled army can only hang tight and fend off
Soviet assaults from many sides. Garbage Romanian troops help you hold the line elsehwere as you try to relieve the encircled
army. It's a close battle, and I nearly lost on the middle difficulty.

The crowning achievement of the DLC is the final battle centered around the Kursk tank battles. It at first seems like another
standard running battle, where the Germans blitz through scattered Soviet garrisons and occasional armies. And then you hit
resistance. I don't want to give it away, but suddenly you realize there are 20 Soviet tanks threatening not only your advance, but
the whole army. I had hardly any ability to repair my units or heal men due to upgrading to Panthers and other improved tanks.
In the end, I eked out victory by having my veteral infantry soak up attacks and let my veteran Stugs bombard the Soviets. But it
was close, and I'll hear Katyusha rockets in my nightmares.. -Majove Review-
Just today, I treated myself and bought the Majove Sub, its one of my favorite routes with session from TS12.
Yes I own TS12, and yes I know I could have only payed $7 for it, but I decided to pay in full, just as support.
$25 for a route and sessions, some of you may think this is expensive, but in reality its not.
You get a entire route, plus 4 sessions, which are really fun to play. And you get 3 new locomotives, and a few new rolling stock
pieces too, which they could charge $10-$15 a piece for.
This is a good deal for a US route.. this is really good small game, take around 4hours max and use something i dont have seen
in many other games but get on sale, it wil almost cost nothing there, high recommend trying it. So...mixed bag.

Masterspace is much like Space Engineers, minus the overly-complicated retardation and lack of anything to do. You start on a
planet and work your way up to ships. There's a skill tree, several interrelated build lines, and all of that.

The game is interesting, there's some workshop mods already out there, and it looks good graphically.

Problem: BUGS. Showstopping CTD bugs. I don't mind supporting games in alpha, but this is ... well, I ran the tutorial and it
kicked me off the planet into deep space with no way to get back. Stuck in the ground several times, random crashes.
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I recommend it but with caveats.. Arena style chaos and mayhem... its a fast paced, run and gun brawl that I did not find fun in
the least.. You sit in a room looking for an inhaler that isn't there and then you die and go to a lighthouse tower and run
downstairs. Repeat infinitely. Unbelievably boring do not buy this broken game.. Really cute game! Mechanics and graphics are
good and I love the main character!
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